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Abstract The use of modern agile software development
methods in large organisations requires tailoring agile development to the organisations’ needs. This study concentrated
on studying integrating software product line and agile application development in the context of large and complex financial IT systems. The study was conducted by interviewing a
wide representation from the case organisation’s personnel
developing in-house software for the company’s own use.
The results indicate that the guidelines of the Scrum method
for agile project management are valid also for the studied
company type. However, each project in the studied company
should acknowledge the constraints set by other projects and
the complex technical infrastructure, data security issues and
system portfolio in the organisation’s product line platform.
In order to promote re-use and avoid risks, means and mechanisms are needed to coordinate and synchronise multiple
projects and their releases on business level, the project’s
compatibility with its constraints on system architecture level
and the direction of software architecture on project team
level.
Keywords Software product line · Agile software
development · Scrum · Software architecture ·
Qualitative study

1 Introduction
Experience from agile software development (ASD) in large
organisations and domains such as automobiles, telecommunications, finance and medical devices shows the necessity
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of tailoring agile principles, methods and practices to
the project’s environment and organisational requirements
[1–10]. A real obstacle for the adoption of ASD is agile methods not generally guiding architecting large-scale systems
[11–13].
In large new product development organisations, the perspective has to be extended from individual release projects
of most agile methods to longer-term product evolution and
portfolio management and, when needed, to software product line (SPL) development [8,14]. Northrop [15] defines
that “A software product line is a set of software-intensive
systems that share a common, managed feature set satisfying a particular market segment’s specific needs or mission
and that are developed from a common set of core assets in
a prescribed way.” SPL practices have been used in a wide
range of organisations and domains and the use has produced
significant organisational advantages such as better quality,
decreased cost, decreased labour needs, decreased time to
market, and ability to move into new markets faster [16].
ASD’s highest priority “is to satisfy the customer through
early and continuous delivery of valuable software” (agile
manifesto). The SPL approach’s goals include reducing
time to market, increasing productivity, improving quality,
enhancing agility and gaining cost effectiveness and efficiency [8,17]. In addition to common goals, ASD and SPL
have complementary properties [18]. Even though complementary, these two approaches are relatively independent of
each other and have only a few conflicts [18]. The above
mentioned give motivation for considering combining SPL
engineering and ASD. However, combining may be difficult as the means of these approaches to achieve their goals
can be contradictory [19,20]. ASD and SPL approaches have
philosophical differences in design and change management
strategies [19,21]. SPL engineering aims to develop software
products using software platforms and mass customisation,
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whereas ASD focuses on delivering single products for the
customer [18]. Agile methods and particularly the fundamental eXtreme Programming (XP) process [22] does not explicitly support the development of artifacts for reuse [19,23].
Recently, there has been increased interest in exploring the
possibilities of the benefits of combining ASD and SPL
approaches [18–21,24–26].
The industrial case study of Petersen and Wohlin [27] indicates that moving from a plan-driven to an incremental software development approach with agile practices can provide
added value. A survey of 72 IBM software developers suggests that agile developers consider software architectures as
important and supportive as agile values [28]. Architecture
plays a key role in SPL development [15]. Booch [29] argues
that “all good software-intensive architectures are agile” and
need to be socialised in the tribal memory of all stakeholders. However, more empirical research concerning the combination of agile and traditional methods is needed [30].
A general model of software architecture design reveals that
incremental or ongoing architectural evaluation and analysis
are important research topics [31]. The review of Dyba and
Dingsoyr [11] reveals that current empirical studies still lack
reports related to architectural design in ASD. Furthermore,
ASD in large projects and the co-existence of ASD and architecture [3] in different problem classes are among the most
burning research questions from practitioners [12].
The adoption of ASD in the banking sector can be nontrivial [32–34]. This study concentrated on studying integrating
SPL and ASD approaches in the context of large financial
IT systems. Thus, this study aims at answering the following
research questions:
• RQ1: What type of challenges does a large financial IT
systems company encounter in its software development?
• RQ2: What type of steps should a large company in
the financial sector take while combining SPL and agile
approaches in their software development?
In this study, for example, we found that interviewed
architects, developers and decision makers recommended
the following first priority things towards ASD in their
organisation: removing organisational impediments to ASD,
prioritising products and projects, setting prioritised requirements and milestones for the projects, directing software
architecture development to support agile project realisation
and acknowledging limitations set by technical infrastructure. The results of this study propose first steps for the case
organisation for moving towards ASD. The proposed steps
are synthesised based on analysing the interviewees’ recommendations, their positive qualities of old practices and the
limitations set by the organisation’s technical infrastructure.
The results of this study have implications on business, architecture and project team level management.
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The study was conducted empirically by interviewing a
wide representation from the personnel and stakeholders of
complex software projects in a software development department of a large financial company. The interviews covered
software development in a versatile manner, including business people, software architects, technical writers, software
designers, test personnel, and other responsible managers
and decision-makers. The research utilised a semi-structured
thematic interview approach (see e.g. [35]). The interviews
were conducted in a qualitative manner, allowing the interviewees to explain and clarify the cases and topics as entities. In
addition to the interviews, separate data gathering workshops
were organised for decision-makers and software engineering people and one feedback workshop for all interviewees
and participants. As a secondary data source, the researchers
also reviewed various project document examples.
The structure of the paper is as following. Section 2
provides an overview of related research on large financial
IT systems and on integrating SPL and ASD approaches.
Section 3 presents the research methodology and procedure. The findings are presented and discussed in Section
4. Section 5 discusses research contributions and managerial
implications. Section 6 discusses the case study’s limitations.
Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper with final remarks.

2 Literature review
Large financial IT systems suffer from shortcomings and
agility challenges such as duplicated business functionality across multiple sub- systems and tightly coupled parts
of the infrastructure [34]. A lesson is that interpreting agile
approaches in the specific organisational context of a large
financial enterprise remains challenging [10]. The systems
tend to include legacy subsystems and monolithic functionality which can be hard to decompose into small independent
pieces for agile software production [32,33,36]. Management of large and mature banking-sector organisations sees
big risks in the big-bang adoption of agility. ASD methods do
not promote formal documentation that may be required for
regulatory, company policy and maintenance reasons within
the financial services community [37,38]. Augustine et al.
[36] have developed six practices (XP practices) for managing large and mission-critical agile projects: small teams
(seven to nine members), guiding vision, simple rules, free
and open access to information, light management style and
adaptive leadership. The practices do not address reuse or
architecture.
Agile and SPL approaches promote collaboration [25].
Agile principles emphasise collaboration between customers
and developers (agile manifesto), whereas SPL approaches
expect collaboration between SPL asset builders and product developers [25]. Poort et al. [39] have discovered how
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emotional and interpersonal relationship challenges such as
conflicts, trust and willingness to share knowledge significantly correlate with successful architectural knowledgesharing and project success. Agile principles even encourage changes in requirements. Variation points allow a SPL
to accept unanticipated changes, in addition to anticipated
changes in requirements [20,25]. The scope of a SPL defines
those entities and projects that are within the context of a
product line [15], whereas an agile project team works within
an implicit project scope defined by the customer, yet the
scope of each iteration cycle is explicit. Agile approaches
emphasise the importance of producing working software
early and frequently starting from the first iteration cycle
[40]. Product development teams in a SPL produce working
software early as well by assembling and configuring SPL
assets [25].
In spite of the obvious synergies between SPL and agile
approaches, their competing philosophies can make their
integration difficult [19,25]. During SPL’s product development activity, design is proactive and upfront-oriented when
a product team creates product-specific solutions by specialising SPL assets, including a flexible, up-front designed
SPL architecture for a family of products [41]. In contrast,
ASD’s emerging software-development thinking includes
a repetitive emergent design process [42]. Thapparambil
[43] claims that “Refactoring is the primary method to
develop architecture in the agile world.” The refactoring
of complex systems and SPLs often leads to unexpected
evolution conflicts [7,44]. Software architecture is a key
factor in a SPL’s success [45], whereas the XP [22] and
Scrum [40] method books are known for paying very little explicit attention to software architecture and call for the
non-consideration of architectural features that do not have
immediate interest for the current iteration [18–20,46,47].
The agile approaches weakly prescribe holistic system wide
analysis and design and the role of system-level architects
[9,48]. Multiple issues should be addressed for reconciling
apparent conflicts between ASD and architecture in a particular project or organisation [3]. How much architectural
activity is needed in the project’s context? What design decisions are architecturally significant? When those significant
decisions should be made? Who owns architectural issues?
What methods and practices will be used to design software architecture? How much of an explicit architectural
description and documentation is needed? How to find a
right balance between the costs of architecture and functionality?
Successful SPLs are possible both in large and small
organisations and systems [20,15], whereas agile methods
are just one subset of the means to achieve and improve
agility in large-scale software product development e.g.
[5,9,14,49,50]. Conboy et al. [51] argue that the agile principles and their method instantiations such as XP and Scrum
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are largely naive to the concept of agility in information systems development. In large development organisations, some
amount of existing infrastructure will be necessary to minimise large scale refactoring and to help diverse teams build
features and components that integrate easily [13]. Flexible
software architecture and software platforms are among the
key factors of the level of agility in large-scale agile new
product development [14]. A hybrid project management
approach [52] with both traditional and agile practices may
be the most suitable for increasing adaptation and value generation [48] in large organisations and systems. Denne and
Clealad-Huang [53] describe an approach that helps agile and
traditional projects to determine which requirements should
be implemented first and which platform and architectural
elements are needed and when they are needed. They demonstrate their approach using an example project for the construction of a financial services portal.
Motorola’s tailored version of XP [8] comprises the development of a coarse-grained baseline architecture that provides sufficient guidance to support the creation of SPL
assets. Most agile methods weakly support cross-team communication problems. Nokia’s solution to this problem is to
minimise the need for the cross-team communication [8]
between agile and non-agile teams. Different teams usually have their own interfaces with the SPL asset team.
Thus the teams can decide which agile practices are suitable to their needs independently of each other. Lessons
learned applying the Software Engineering Institute’s (SEI)
SPL approach indicate that development processes can be
according to agile methods, but the used process must be
defined and followed [15,54]. Mohan et al. [55] have created guidelines that help top management, project managers
and developers make SPL practices more agile. The guidelines are based on the SEI’s report of an industrial case study
[54]. The findings from the recent industrial case study of
Hanssen and Fægri [18] indicate that SPL engineering and
ASD can complement each other in a medium-sized software
company.

3 Research methodology and procedure
The research process is described in Fig. 1. ASD methods
were first studied by using existing literature as the key
source. The case company was selected as it represents the
large financial enterprises with scarce agile research. The
case company had challenges in their old software development practices, hence attempted to seek improvements
through agile methods.
The case selected for this research is a software development department of a large financial enterprise. The department develops systems and applications for satisfying the
banking, investment, loan and insurance service needs of
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Fig. 1 The research process

the enterprise’s different private and corporate customers.
It uses SPL engineering for improving and maintaining the
effectiveness and efficiency of its product development activities that lean on the reuse of assets and technologies of a
complex SPL platform. The common nominator for development projects lies in the SPL platform’s technical system infrastructure, multi-channel architecture and common
reusable assets. In addition, the projects’ business functionality typically penetrates across multiple systems in the case
company’s system portfolio. Products and applications are
developed for the company’s own use, not for sale or licensing. Software development is conducted mainly in-house
using the company’s own resources. Before, the department has developed software following plan-driven software
development methods. Recently, they have carried out several
pilot projects for capturing experiences on agile development
methods.
The case company was examined in order to obtain an
understanding of the company’s operations. A kick off meeting was organised in the beginning together with a wide
representation from the case company. This representation
included business managers, software architects, software
designers, test personnel, and other responsible managers.
Interview questions were formulated based on the obtained
understanding. The interview questions included common
questions to all the interviewees and also focused questions
for different specialist groups.
The prolonged involvement (a four-year period), triangulation (multiple data sources, multiple researchers, different
data collection methods as well as interpretive, positivistic
and critical research perspectives), member checking (feedback from interviewed persons), and audit trail (interviews
were recorded and transcribed professionally) strategies [50]
were used to reduce the validity threats of the study in
terms of reactivity, researcher bias and respondent bias. The
study consisted of 21 interviews, including 33 specialists
from the case organisation’s different areas and managerial levels. Table 1 shows a summary of the interviews. The
interviewees included decision-makers, business people and
software engineering people. Software engineering people
were managers, architects, lead designers, technical writers, software designers and testers. Seven of these interview sessions concentrated on software architecture experts
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purposely selected to maximise diversity on architectural
stakeholder concerns. The length of each interview was
1.5–2 h. The research utilised a semi-structured thematic
interview approach (see e.g. [35]). The interviews were conducted informally, in a qualitative manner, allowing the interviewees to explain and clarify the cases and topics as entities.
Interviews were recorded and transcribed resulting in some
20 to 30 pages for each interview. The researchers also took
notes during the interview sessions. In addition to the interviews, separate data gathering workshops were organised for
decision-makers and software engineering people (25 participants) and one feedback workshop for all interviewees
and participants. Three managers were interviewed after several pilots during a three-year period. As a secondary data
source, the researchers also reviewed various project document examples. Therefore, this research represents the software development activities in the case company in a versatile
manner.
Each interview session started with a brief interviewee
and researcher introductions. The introduction included the
name of the interviewee or interviewees, their organisations,
position, professional background, experience, and current
work focus. The information management and communication model [56] was utilised by the interviewees in each
interview session. The interviewees described their own
tasks by using the model, including work inputs and outputs, weak points, unnecessary elements, rewards, means
of communication, project’s internal and external personnel,
stakeholders, organisations, systems and documents used for
communication. The interviewees were also asked for their
opinions on the advantages, disadvantages, challenges and
risks relating to the old software process as well as short-term
and long-term needs and proposals for improving the process.
The interviewees were asked about their know-how of ASD
and their opinions on the potential possibilities, advantages
and disadvantages of agile practices, principles and thinking
in their work.
The source material was processed and further analysed
in order to make conclusions. The results were categorised
based on the case company’s software process, business functions and software engineering. Software engineering was
divided into further categories. The results of the analysis
are presented in the next section.
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Table 1 A summary of
interviews
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Aspect

Comment

An interview instrument (10 pages)

• Common questions to all the interviewees and
focused questions for different specialist groups
• 33 specialists from the case organisation’s different
areas at and the managerial levels
• Two researchers interviewed one or two subjects

21 interviews
The length of each interview was 1.5–2 h

Recording interviews

• One subject was interviewed in each seven interview
session of architects
• The researchers also took notes during the interview
sessions
• Full recoding of interviews

Transcription of recordings

• Using a professional transcription company

Identifying, classifying and storing
interesting quotes in tables
Identifying specific results and
conclusions

4 Results and discussion
4.1 Current state analysis
4.1.1 Old practices described
Before transition steps towards agility, the case organisation
has followed a sequential waterfall style development process
in their software development, even though concept development is iterative. Their old software development process
includes business pre-studies, idea crystallisation, concept
development, software code design and testing, and piloting and introduction. Formal review checkpoints are applied
between each development phase to assess obtained and
documented results. These checkpoints also act as decision
points for following phases.
The case organisation utilises SPL architectures that
are divided into six main sub-areas: business architecture,
information architecture, software architecture, integration
architecture, platform technology architecture, and security
architecture. Each of these sub-areas has a nominated architect team; however, a single architect can work for several
architect teams.
The studied SPL in the case organisation aims to ensure
that adequate solutions are available for projects, including both infrastructure and technical architecture techniques.
A support system in the form of a database enables maximal utilisation of previously developed components, solutions, coding instructions and system-level documents. The
case organisation obligates developers to utilise previously
developed solutions and sub-systems when creating new

• Transcribed interview data in some 20 to 30 pages
for each interview
• Multiple researchers in quoting
• Feedback from subjects before final
results
• The experts of the company reviewed
final results
• All researchers participated in the writing
final results

products. This ensures production quality, user capacity, cost
efficiency, scalability, and information and network security.
The existing SPL architecture does not encourage radical
development ideas, but aims to utilise multi-channel architecture for applications enabling product creation for all target groups. Multi-channel architecture is seen as an adequate
basis for effective application development. This practice is
well established in the case organisation, even if it may not
be the most modern one.
Initial description of a system product concept is rooted
to project business goals described by the business unit. The
description of a system product includes depictions of all the
relevant interfaces and relevant sub-systems. The description is conducted by one or two lead designers who communicate and negotiate the technical aspects with numerous
architectural experts and other specialists responsible for
sub-systems.
In addition to developing assigned system products,
projects also generate generic components that are available
for other projects. Architecture guidelines aim to ensure that
projects develop generic solutions and do not excessively
create project-specific or overlapping solutions.
A structural description document for a product includes
both functional and technical descriptions. This document
acts as a medium, but more importantly is developed through
different discussions and meetings. Based on the final
reviewed version of this document, a project steering group
decides on product realisation.
In order to avoid unwanted surprises, occasionally proof
of concept prototypes are constructed and performance tests
are carried out to confirm architecture functionality already
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during concept development. In some cases, proof of concept
prototypes are constructed even before actual requirements
definition.
4.1.2 Current challenges
The case company representatives experience the old ways
of working to contain many challenges, they also believe that
agility could rectify some of the old issues. Different personnel groups experience the need for agility in different ways.
Software designers believe that agile approach is beneficial,
while architecture designers see agility to also contain risks
and potentially challenging.
One of the main problems, highlighted by the interviewees, is the serial development model, without iterative feedback, allowing results of development projects to become
obsolete, resulting in products not meeting expectations.
In addition, freezing specifications too early, without feedback, causes problems, especially if project implementation is delayed. These problems are seen to be partially
a result of weak communication and interaction between
those responsible for business and application development.
Project steering group is seen as the only true contact interface the business people have with development projects.
Project steering meetings are the only times when the business group is informed on development projects on face-toface basis, at other times; it is the documentation that acts
as the communication medium. This results in the business
group not having adequate understanding or visibility over
the progress of development, making it difficult to make
decisions in a timely manner. Developed applications may
include unnecessary features, or even worse, miss features
that are seen vital for business.
Software architects see the business goals in the documentations as unclear, lacking information and without adequate requirements prioritisation. Once the business group
has accepted requirements specifications, the next time they
provide feedback is typically only after project realisation.
Persons defining features conduct their feature definitions
from the business perspective, resulting in software designers
having difficulties in understanding the features. Currently,
development ideas of software developers are not adequately
appreciated. Software designers would prefer the features to
be defined from the perspective of component-based architecture, which however is not adequately conducted.
The interviewees also experience problems in communication and interaction within the development organisation,
within different development phases and projects. Communication is strongly documentation-based, and it is seen very
difficult to confirm correct realisation, should the written
requirements be ambiguous. As the transition from a development phase to another is governed by documentation, parallel development is minimal, potentially extending project
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durations. The old ways of working are seen not to support
co-learning and distributing best practices. Also, division of
projects into smaller entities is governed by the organisational
structure resulting in further communication challenges.
Increasing expenses is as a challenge, seen to be caused
by inefficiency that is partially due to planning overly secure
schedules. Initial estimated schedules and expenses are rarely
reviewed after the beginning of a project. Projects are typically completed as planned, but with higher than expected
expenses. According to some of the interviewees, loose
schedules result in ineffective resource utilisation, increasing expenses. According to some of the interviewees, the
indicators used to measure project success are not optimal as
they mainly concentrate on keeping to schedules and budget
instead of product success.
The case company’s system portfolio is a very complex
system of systems, making it virtually impossible for an
individual to perceive big enough entities. The interviewees
experience that there are not enough specialists who are
capable of this type of perception. In addition, architecture
designers experience the project diversity as a problem from
the perspective of making architectural guidelines. Software
designers are expected to produce other documentation, aside
software code, further explaining the code. However, requirements for this additional documentation are neither clear, nor
are its quality and necessity assessed.
4.1.3 Agility challenges
Experience from several pilot projects shows that the transition towards agility is not a single step, but a series of smaller
ones. There are still many technical and managerial agility
problems to solve. One pilot project typically solves some
agility difficulties and highlights several new open problems
for solving in successor pilots. Agile methods seem to be
more suitable for new product development projects than
maintenance projects. According to interviewed project managers and software engineering people in their workshop,
organisation-wide agile transformation within the large case
organisation is hard. A high turnover of agile project team
members is a problem.
The very complex system nature of the studied company’s operational environment hinders the realisation of single projects, including cost control and through times. New
projects are having to acknowledge dated infrastructure technology slowing down the introduction of new technological
solutions. Current monolithic application supply system is a
limiting factor, even a barrier for agility. Large distribution
versions of production systems are launched about two times
a year, making change implementation inflexible and slow.
The interviewed technical architects believe that realising business requirements should be possible to proceed in
an incremental manner. They prefer technical solutions to
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be taken to the supply system in smaller increments than
currently. In addition, testing required by the supply system
should be possible to conduct on these smaller increments.
According to interviewed testers, early agile pilot projects
showed one big problem: the current development environment does not allow developers to test bigger entities.
However, it is not desired to apply agility, including
numerous short iteration cycles, to all aspects. The common nominator for company projects lies in the technical
infrastructure, in multi-channel architecture, which is proven,
but inflexible. The interviewed infrastructure architect has an
opinion that infrastructure is not to be developed using agile
methods. The incrementality and iterativity are effective for
business requirements, but harmful for interfaces between
projects and technical infrastructure. These interfaces should
be known and fixed, and remain the same, not only during
a project, but also for the entire application life-cycle. On
the other hand, there have been needs to update the system
product concept and architectural guidelines during project
realisation.
According to interviewees, the rapid, annual or bi-annual,
change of technologies and application development models
causes risks as also the change process may be challenging to manage. Those responsible for business are feared to
demand, based on agility, quicker results than is actually possible, or may even ask for solutions that are not immediately
possible.
4.1.4 Agility proposals by architects, developers
and decision makers
The chief designer proposes starting from minimum
requirements and functionalities, and taking through smaller
increments. Prototypes could be used as the starting point.
As projects have been relatively small in the past the chief
designer does not see obstacles for agility. Agile working
method has the benefit of smart guys being able to use their
own know-how and creativity and actively influence project
realisation.
An infrastructure architect views any changes to business
requirements during projects as positive. Developing software architecture ought to be directed to support business
agility within the framework defined by the infrastructure.
A data management architect sees an opportunity for
shorter throughput with the application of agile methods.
ASD is interlinked to project realisation, but does not help
the preceding phases requiring a lot of time and money. Also
the architectural guidelines ought to be made agile. The data
management architect understands agility as architects being
more involved in project realisation and taking a role in managing changes.
Developers propose starting from removing organisational
impediments to ASD and communication and interaction
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within the development organisation. Prioritising products,
projects and requirements at business level ought to be the
first step.
According to the decision makers, having the business
responsibility, the aim is to realise the most profitable solutions and the business group and application development
must cooperate efficiently. Managing resources is challenging when there are several simultaneous projects. Projects
must be prioritised and be divided into milestones. Project
teams are given authority and development responsibility
resulting in better commitment.
4.2 New solution
The new solution is synthesised based on the positive qualities of the old practices, analysing the interviewees’ recommendations, and the limitations set by the organisation’s
technical infrastructure. The solution’s project management
guidelines have their main origins in the Scrum literature
because Scrum has demonstrated to be linearly scalable
to support multiple project teams and platform companies
where architecture is of critical importance [57]. ASD practices such as shared ownership, responsibility, knowledge
and skills as well as direct and open communication make
many things in development projects more transparent. The
goal is to enable realising the most lucrative solutions swiftly
and cost efficiently. For achieving the goal, the aim is to
increase the agility of the development process and the visibility and transparency of requirements, design constraints
and the rationale behind design decisions.
The key aspects the new solution was expected to address:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

prioritising products and applications
prioritising projects and setting milestones for them
acknowledging limitations set by technical infrastructure
tailoring processes project specifically
prioritising project requirements
the visibility of the actual achievements of agile project
teams
making decisions timely
interacting between application development and business
interacting effectively within application development
organisation
increasing involvement of architects in project realisation
increasing responsibility for development teams
rotating staff between release concept planning and
development

This paper’s focus is on how requirements and architectural issues permeate the concept planning and project realisation phases. A data flow diagram (DFD) is used in Figs.
2 and 3 to illustrate the phases. An activity is represented as
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Fig. 2 New release concept planning activities

a circle. A flow is represented by an arrow. Flows are used
to describe the movement of information from one part of
the system to another part. Stores represent data and information at rest. The notation for a store is two parallel lines.
A terminator represented as a rectangle. Terminators are used
to describe external entities with which the system communicates.
A special actor symbol is used to describe key roles during
a development phase.

development projects. A DFD in Fig. 2 illustrates the new
release concept planning activities.
4.2.3 Release backlog

The case organisation’s business pre-studies should include
long-term planning and goal setting in relation to, for example, business, technologies, end-users’ needs, products and
applications (see the Business goals terminator in Fig. 2).
A long-term roadmap should identify and prioritise longterm requirements, select requirements for long-term releases
of an application and schedule these releases. Based on
the long-term roadmap, the business team will identify and
prioritise short-term requirements, select requirements for
short-term releases and schedule these releases. The development of a complex product or application may comprise
of several successive releases.

Initial customer features for release backlog are to be created based on information in release roadmaps. Customer
features could also come from the business team or directly
from the release manager. Feature proposals and change
requirements may also come from lead designers, project
managers and SPL architects. A release manager will create
a feature description document for each feature including initial requirements. Concept planning team members describe
each feature’s implementation, workload estimate and relationships between the feature and architectural parts of the
system.
The business team and the release manager will identify,
prioritise and select minimum customer feature sets (MCFSs,
also known as user stories) for the release and determine
MCFS sequencing. A MCFS is the smallest set of functional,
non-functional and architectural features that delivers a subset of the requirements returning some value, enabling feedback from the business team. A MCFS is released as one
independent entity.

4.2.2 Release concept planning in the new solution

4.2.4 Agile research projects

Release concept planning should provide background information and rationale for decisions on successful release

Separate agile research projects will be carried out in order
to explore larger issues for building release backlogs. The

4.2.1 Acknowledging business goals in the new solution
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Fig. 3 New release development activities

business team will provide feedback on user interface ideas
and core functionality of releases. Research projects will
conduct feasibility studies on integrating existing SPL solutions and complex features. Proof-of-concept prototypes,
produced by research projects, proactively address changes
before they actually occur. Research projects have separate
research backlogs. The tasks of research projects may include
tackling surprises and, consequently, controlling and directing their progress is difficult. Therefore, research projects
sprints are shorter, often two weeks, than the sprints of application projects. The steering groups of research projects
should meet after each sprint. Every research project sprint
does not necessarily deliver new executable business functionalities.

The concept planning team should include software architects from information architecture and software architecture
sub-areas. The architects create architectural guideline document and identify the important parts of the software architecture design as architectural features for the release backlog.
The architectural guidelines define and recognise independent modules and architectures for releases, utilising either
existing or potentially new solutions. Architectural guideline
document includes recommendations for release sprints for
forming project teams and for planning content and schedules. To minimise cross-team and cross-project communication problems, the document defines their roles and identifies
interfaces for different software components. For example,
user interface can often be clearly separated from the rest of
the system, and the development of user interfaces requires
special skills, tools and SPL artefacts.

4.2.5 Architectural guidelines
4.2.6 Project planning
A concept planning team should include one or more
lead designers that create the system structure description
document based on information from the release backlog,
existing system structure descriptions and person-to-person
discussions with numerous architectural experts and other
specialists responsible for sub-systems and other projects.
The document specifies interfaces between releases and
information systems and the technical infrastructure. It also
describes alternatives, possibilities, limitations and boundary
conditions set by SPL platform for agile development and
changes in the release. Important system structure elements
are identified as system architecture features for the release
backlog. The system structure description document particularly focuses on the overall architecture and key interfaces
that are anticipated to be stable during projects.

A large release backlog should be implemented by several
projects that produce sub-releases for the entire release. Successive projects are preferred over concurrent projects due to
the complexity of dependencies between concurrent projects.
One project may produce one or more sub-releases that can
be considered project management milestones. A minimum
criterion to start agile release development is that the content
of the release backlog, architectural descriptions and project
plan are ready for the first sprint.
4.2.7 Agile release development in the new solution
Figure 3 illustrates new release development activities. This
DFD diagram depicts how new revised business goals are
addressed during software production.
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Trials with minimal functionality (the Setting up activity in Fig. 3) are needed for setting up technical development environment and for making sure that everything
is ready for release implementation. Trials may include
minimal functionality with communication paths between
the main system architectural components being exercised
for finding a skeletal system for building up the system incrementally. The trials do not necessarily address
only the highest priority backlog items but rather they
may be selected based on the structure of the application and key interfaces between teams, releases, infrastructure, reusable components, external systems and other
projects.
MCFSs guide sprint iterations particularly from the business viewpoint. Release manager / business team may reconsider the release backlog before each sprint (see the Updating
MFCSs and Feature analysis activities in Fig. 3). Changing release backlog items can cause compulsory modification needs in the system structure description document
(the Updating system structure activity in Fig. 3). These
modifications could be carried out by team architects and
the architecture support group under the control of the system inspection group. Sprint schedules should be kept fixed
whenever possible.
Internal structure of a release and relevant documentation
in the software architecture description document can evolve
iteratively, sprint by sprint, along with new high priority items
in the release backlog (the Architectural design and refactoring activity in Fig. 3). In addition, architectural solutions
of previous sprints may require refactoring when new and
large features are included. Also, refactoring often has sideeffects outside an individual team’s focus area. Team architects should be responsible for architectural modifying and
designing more detailed architectural solutions for sprints.
The architecture support group should support architectural
design and refactoring activities.
Sprint pre-planning sessions (the Sprint preplanning activity in Fig. 3) are needed to evaluate whether high priority
release backlog items include enough information for moving them from the preliminary state to a ready state. Features
in the ready state can be inserted into following sprint backlogs. The release manager, ScrumMaster, team architects and
other team representatives usually participate in sprint preplanning sessions. There can also be other experts who have
experience with high priority items in release backlogs. The
release manager should have the responsibility on refining the
information. Should the development involve more than one
team, the pre-planned release backlog items are to be divided
among the teams. This may require further refining the
backlog items and synchronising the work between teams.
The identified preceding dependencies between MCFSs and
architectural features help dividing the development work
among multiple teams.
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Team’s sprint planning (the Team’s Sprint planning activity in Fig. 3) can focus on selecting ready state features
to be implemented during the next sprint. The exact scope
of each sprint will be fixed in the beginning of the sprint.
Project teams continuously re-factor code without planned
architectural tasks (the Team’s Sprint implementation activity in Fig. 3). They are obligated to consult the architectural
design and refactoring activity when encountering problems
while adopting system structure descriptions, software architecture descriptions and architectural guidelines. Individual
teams are not at liberty to modify architecture design in the
system structure description document and clearly identified architectures and interfaces in the software architecture
description document, because those modifications tend to
have side-effects on the whole system, the work of other
teams or other projects.
According to the continuous integration practice, project
teams frequently integrate their work to identify conflicts
between developers quickly. Each integration is verified by
an automated build and tests to detect integration errors as
quickly as possible. Integration testing validates software
architecture. In the case of several project teams and large
systems, continuous integration requires multiple integration
environments and multiple builds done in a sequence.
During the inspection activities at the end of each sprint,
project teams prepare for the sprint audit (the Sprint integration, testing, inspection, audit activity in Fig. 3). They check
the status of their own implementation. They carry out pretests to ensure the presentation of their results to the release
manager. The sprint audit activity validates the results of the
finished sprint assuring that the requirements and needs of the
business team are met. During the sprint audit, project teams
present their results to the release manager, or if releasing
MCFSs, to other business team members
4.2.8 Inspection, verification, validation and acceptance
in the new solution
Release managers should accept feature descriptions before
taking them into the release backlog. The business team
accepts or rejects the release backlog and the project plan
and decides whether to start the agile implementation of the
release. During implementation, the business team accepts
changes in release-level strategies and priorities. The release
manager accepts changes in individual features in the release
backlog.
The system inspection group should inspect and verify
that the structure of the developed software conforms to the
infrastructure of the SPL platform. The group also accepts
the system structure description document at the end of
the concept planning phase. The group evaluates, verifies
and accepts all changes in the system structure description
document during the release development phase. Common
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interfaces between project teams are reviewed in joint meetings by all the involved teams. Team architects inspects
changes in architectural guidelines and software architecture description document by the end of each sprint. Project
teams inspect their own work during sprint inspection activities. The release manager accepts the results of the sprints.
During the delivery phase, the system inspection group
accepts the system structure description document. The
architecture support group reviews and accepts the software architecture description document. The business team
accepts the delivered release as a whole.
4.3 Old solutions and potential new solutions provided
by agility
Tables 2, 3, and 4 summarise previous chapters and compares
the old and proposed new solutions from three different perspectives of business, general, and software. Table 2 presents
old and new solutions at business level.
Table 3 presents old and new solutions at general level.
Table 4 presents old and new solutions at software production level.
4.4 A summary of Scrum extensions
Scrum is an iterative and incremental framework to create
or evolve long-lived applications or products either for the
market or for internal use within an organisation [58]. Scrum
is a move from a project-centric development model towards
a continuous development model. There is no traditional
project with the beginning and end dates or no traditional
project manager. Scrum offers guidelines for agile project
management but it does not explicitly address engineering
practices.
Scrum can also be used for one-time initiatives or true
projects [58]. Most of the case department’s software development initiatives are relatively small, true projects. The
projects’ business functionality typically penetrates across
multiple systems in the case company’s system portfolio
including banking, investment, loan and insurance services.
Project team members are experts from all needed service
sectors. This results in a high turnover of project team members. There is no sufficient work for a dedicated long-lived
team after a completed application due to the project diversity. The common nominator for development projects lies
in the SPL platform’s technical system infrastructure, multichannel architecture and common reusable assets. The platform is stable from the viewpoint of application development.
The result of each project is a part of the large distribution
versions of production systems that are launched about two
times a year. Applications are developed for the company’s
own use.
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Release planning is described in several Scrum descriptions, although Scrum does not require release planning or
long-term product strategies [58,59]. Our solution briefly
describes how the business team’s long-term and short term
planning should support ASD (see Sect. 4.2.1 Acknowledging business goals in the new solution).
Scrum includes a preparation phase [57] or Pregame [60]
for developing a plan and product backlog for a product or
a project. The preparation phase corresponds to the release
concept planning phase in the new solution of this paper
(see Fig. 2). The activities of Pregame and this study’s release
concept planning include some iterations and intermediate
checkpoints. Pregame’s planning step corresponds to the
release backlog and project planning activities in this study’s
solution. Many items of Pregame’s architecture step correspond to the architectural guidelines activity in this study’s
solution (see Sect. 4.2.5 Architectural guidelines).
This study’s release backlog corresponds to Scrum’s
release backlog [57]. Whereas initial customer features for
this study’s release backlog are created based on information in release roadmaps, Scum’s release backlog items are
selected from the product backlog for the current release.
Schwaber [61] identifies the staging process for defining nonfunctional requirements for scaling a project. For scaling a
project to use multiple teams, Schwaber and Beedle [40,61]
recommend to add into the product backlog non-functional
requirements for creating business architecture, system architecture, a more detailed product and technical architecture,
infrastructures and development environments to support
multi-team development. In our model, the non-functional
features in the release backlog are needed not only for scaling the project to support multiple teams but also for specifying the boundaries and interfaces between the results of
the project and the whole system and other projects. The
concept planning team describes each feature’s implementation and relationships between the feature and architectural
guidelines. Requirements should be grouped from the business perspective (see Sect. 4.2.3 Release backlog).
According to the Scrum primer [58], the product backlog may include also research work. In our model, research
work will be done in separate research projects (see Sect.
4.2.4 Agile research projects). The main reason for this decision is that the tasks of research projects are expected to often
bring surprises. Shorter sprints are needed for controlling and
directing the progress of the tasks in these projects. Scrum has
been used to build Internet applications and financial applications on handheld and web devices [57]. However, an empirical study [62] in 10 US companies indicates that a hybrid
mix of agile (such as XP and Scrum) and plan-driven methods these might be most appropriate for Internet software.
The critical requirements of the case company’s applications
such as security, scalability, and robustness are challenging
issues in the high-speed development of Internet software
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Table 2 Business level issues
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Old solution

New solution

The business group describes short-term
business goals and defines fixed
business goals for separate development
projects. The project business goals are
not changed during development

Based on prioritised long-term roadmaps, the
business team identifies and prioritises short-term
requirements, selects the requirements for
short-term releases and schedules these releases.
Implementation can start once the content of the
release backlog is ready for the first sprint
The release manager represents the business team in
face-to-face meetings during release concept
planning and development phases
A large release backlog may be implemented by
several projects that produce sub-releases for the
entire release.
One project may produce one or more sub-releases
that can be considered project management
milestones
Release manager/ business team may reconsider the
release backlog before each sprint

The business group is informed
only through project steering
group meetings
Business value is seen only at the
very end of the project, all at once

The business group aims to
complete and freeze
specifications before go/no-go
decisions on proceeding to
software code design and testing
Business goals in documentations
are unclear, lacking information
and without adequate
requirements prioritisation

After accepting requirements prior
to software design and testing,
business group provides feedback
only after project realisation

[62]. In our solution, separate agile research projects will be
carried out in order to explore Internet user interface ideas
for building release backlogs and for getting early feedback
from the business team.
According to Schwaber [60], Pregame’s planning step
includes verification of management approval and funding.
In our model, the business team makes go/no-go investment
decisions on proceeding to software code design and testing
based on the project proposals produced by the project planning activity in the end of the release concept planning phase
(Fig. 2).
According to Schwaber and Beedle [40,61], one team
works via as many sprints as required for scaling the project’s
infrastructure and architecture. Non-functional requirements
should be mixed with business functionality, because business functionality must be demonstrated at the end of every
sprint. The Setting up activity in Fig. 3 addresses the implementation of the non-functional features in the release backlog that are needed to scale the project to support multiple
teams and to find a skeletal system for building up the system
incrementally.
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Initial customer features for release backlog are
created based on information in release roadmaps.
Release manager creates a feature description
document for each feature including initial
requirements.
Concept planning team members describe
requirements implementation and relationships
between features and the system. Workload is
estimated
Minimum customer feature set (MCFS) to guide
sprint iterations from business viewpoint.
After each sprint, project teams present their
results to release manager and business team

According to Scrum [57,61], means and mechanisms are
needed to coordinate and synchronise multiple Scrum teams
and their efforts. Most reported coordination examples are
from the cases where teams are isolated or distributed across
geographies [57]. In our case, project teams work in the same
city block. In this study, the architectural design and refactoring activity is used to coordinate and control the direction
of the project architecture (see Fig. 3). The project sprint
integration, testing, inspection and audit practices are used
to create the release of the project’s sprint from the sprint
releases of the project teams. In addition, the system inspection and architecture support groups coordinate the project’s
compatibility with and effects on the SPL platform’s technical system infrastructure, on common reusable assets and
information architecture and on other related projects. The
business team coordinates and synchronises multiple projects
and their releases.
One lesser known Scrum’s guideline is that five to ten per
cent of each sprint should be devoted to refining the product
backlog [58]. Scrum does not tell how to do this but focused
workshops are often used for this work [58]. In our solution,
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Old solution

New solution

Communication and interaction are strongly
documentation based also within the
development organisation

Rotating staff between SPL platform and release
concept planning and between release concept
planning and development phases increases
willingness to share knowledge and reduces
conflicts
The communicative roles of release manager,
ScrumMaster and team architects. The system
inspection group and the architecture support
group
The role of team architect

The old ways of working do not support
co-learning and distributing best practices

Projects do not have chief designer level expertise
Project management is based on the conventional
specification-planning-execution-control cycle
Description of a system product includes all the
relevant interfaces and relevant sub-systems

Architecture guidelines aim to ensure that
projects develop generic solutions, not
project-specific or overlapping solutions

Documentation is expected to be perfect and
changing it is considered as a matter of
authority
Those preparing architectural guidelines do not
enforce them. Realisation may differ from
guidelines

release backlog items are refined in sprint preplanning sessions (the Sprint preplanning activity in Fig. 3).
According to Schwaber and Beedle [40], Scrum’s team
is constrained only by the issues that have been set prior to
the start of a sprint, e.g., the product backlog items the team
has selected and organisations standards and conventions.
The team is also responsible for using and conforming to
any existing architectures and other issues that have been set
prior to the start of a sprint. In our model, individual project
teams are constrained by selected release backlog items, the
system structure and software architecture descriptions, coding conventions and architectural guidelines with reuse recommendations (Fig. 3).
There are three primary roles in Scrum: Product Owner,
ScrumMaster and Team [57]. This study’s release manager
corresponds to Scrum’s Product Owner. The release manager
servers as a proxy for the business team of the case company.
The release manager accepts changes in individual features
in the release backlog. This study’s ScrumMaster (a certified

Project management emphasises adaptation and
value generation
System structure document describes also
alternatives, possibilities, limitations and
boundary conditions set by SPL platform for
ASD
Important system structure elements are
identified as system architecture features for the
release backlog
Architectural guidelines document includes
recommendations for release sprints for
forming project teams and for planning content
and schedules
To minimise cross-team and cross-project
communication problems, the document
defines their roles and identifies interfaces for
different software components
The guidelines define and recognise independent
modules and architectures for releases, utilising
either existing or potentially new solutions
ASD embraces changing requirements

Project teams consult all team architects when
encountering problems while adopting system
structure, software architecture descriptions
and architectural guidelines

ScrumMaster) correspond s to Scum’s ScrumMaster. This
study’s project team differs from Scrum’s team in that individual teams are required to consult all team architects when
encountering problems while adopting system structure, software architecture descriptions and architectural guidelines.
Those problems tend to have side-effects on the whole system, the work of other teams or other projects. Otherwise the
sprints of each project team follow the Scrum framework’s
[57] roles, ceremonies and artefacts (The Sprint of Team 1..*
activity in Fig. 3).
In addition to the three roles of Scrum, Scrum and CMMI
(capability maturity model integration) Level 5 recommends
that the team is likely to include the roles and expertise such
as domain experts, system engineers, software engineers,
architects, programmers, analysts, QA experts, testers and
UI designers [57]. It has been reported that, in the context
of large products, architects in production Scrum teams have
weekly assembled in an architecture group for controlling
the direction of the project architecture [57]. After scaling
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Table 4 Software production
issues
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Old solution

New solution

Sequential waterfall style development process in
software code design and testing phases
In order to avoid surprises, proof of concept
prototypes are occasionally constructed and
performance tests are carried out to confirm
architecture functionality already during
concept development
Technical infrastructure is common nominator
for projects
Separate architecture support groups can be
established to support project realisation,
should significant issues require

Incremental and iterative development process in
software code design and testing phases
Proof of concept prototypes are developed in
separate agile research projects
Feasibility studies are conducted on integrating
existing SPL solutions and complex features in
the release backlog
Architecture support group and system
inspection group are formed to carry out
compulsory modification needs
Project team architects are responsible for
architectural modifying and designing more
detailed architectural solutions for sprints
Individual project teams are not allowed to
modify architecture design
Trials with minimal functionality
Feature analysis during release development
Sprint preplanning sessions preparing workload
estimates and pre-planned and clear features for
implementation
Architectural communication between project
teams, team architects, architecture support
group and system inspection group

Designers find it difficult to understand
requirements documents as they have been
prepared from business perspective

Designers concentrate on their tasks without a
view to surroundings
System product concept and architectural
guidelines are frozen for designers
Designers are expected to maintain an application
log, its quality is, however, not controlled
Development projects encounter challenges
relating to costs, project division,
communication, and interaction

a project to use multiple teams, each new team includes a
member of the original team, who serves as an expert on the
project’s infrastructure and architecture [61]. In our model,
one or more concept planning team members become project
team architects and serve as experts on the project’s system and software architecture. The project team architects in
the architectural design and refactoring activity are responsible for architectural modifying and designing more detailed
architectural solutions for sprints.
Scrum includes continual inspection in Scrum sprints [57].
The product owner accepts the results of the sprints [57]. In
addition to these, our model includes additional roles and
responsibilities in the inspection, verification, validation and
acceptance of the results of the sprints and related documentation (see Sect. 4.2.8 Inspection, verification, validation and
acceptance in the new solution).

5 Research contributions and managerial implications
Managers who wish to start utilising ASD, but who have
realised the direct use of these methods as unfeasible,
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Architecture support group reviews and accepts
the software architecture description document
To avoid communication problems, split
development is favoured wherever possible
using prioritised roadmaps. A large release
backlog may be split into several projects.
Each project can also be split into several
sub-projects

may benefit of the results of this study. Especially companies developing solutions to be integrated into complex IT
products can utilise the results. The transition towards agility
is not a single step, but a series of smaller ones. This study
provides an example on potential actions required to improve
the match between business goals and the results of development projects. In addition, the cost efficiency of product
development can be improved through increased flexibility
during the development.
The results of this study have implications on business
level responsibilities. Business teams are responsible for the
visibility and transparency of requirements. They are responsible for creating prioritised long-term roadmaps, identifying and prioritising short-term requirements, selecting
requirements for short-term releases and scheduling releases.
Prioritised initial customer features for release backlog are
created based on information in release roadmaps. The business team is responsible for subdividing the implementation of a large release backlog into several projects that
produce sub-releases for the entire release. The business team
is responsible for appointing a business-oriented release manager for each project. The business team is responsible for
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specifying minimum customer feature sets to guide the milestones and sprint iterations from business viewpoint. The
release manager and the business team have better than one
iteration’s accuracy of information about the progress and
status of projects. Therefore, the business team is able and
responsible for redirecting projects after each iteration cycle,
if deemed necessary.
The results of this study have implications on architecture
level management. Architects are responsible for the visibility and transparency of design constraints and the rationale behind design decisions. System level design decisions
are architecturally very significant and should be explicitly
documented during all project phases. Many reuse decisions
are architecturally significant and are documented and communicated via architectural guidelines. These architecturally
significant decisions should be made early and mainly before
implementation. However, the results of this study indicate
that these definitions should not be frozen, but changed during development according to gained understanding. The system inspection group owns system level architectural issues.
Software architects from information architecture own reuse
issues. Team architects are responsible for the internal structure of releases and relevant architectural documentation.
This study highlights the role of staff rotation as when specifications are neither stable nor perfect, the tacit knowledge
and understanding of personnel becomes the key.
This study points out how ScrumMaster and team architects should have a more communicative role to ensure adequate links between project team, business team, architecture
support group, system inspection group, designers, and such
to assure that work is conducted efficiently and any problems
are addressed openly and swiftly.

6 Limitations
The limitations of this study include, the study concentrating on a single case and including no more than 33
interviewees and three workshops, somewhat weakening
the generaliseability of the results. Participants especially
decision-makers and interviewed software architecture
experts were experienced and had worked for a long time (6–
20 years) with the plan-driven and platform-oriented productline architecture approach of the case company. On the other
hand, their experience of agile approaches was limited to
some agile pilot projects. All interviewees were aware of
the gained experience of the pilots. The “big picture” presentation manner of the findings is expected to promote the
transferability of the results. Further research is needed on the
experience of the use of the developed process framework.
No significant discrepancy was found in the opinions
of the participants about challenges and solutions in combining the SPL and ASD cultures in their projects. Par-
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ticipants were purposely selected to maximize diversity of
stakeholder concerns and, partially therefore, many of the
opinions were complementary to each other. The interview
instrument’s information management and communication
model of the interviewees was found a useful countermeasure to reduce architecture-related misconception and misunderstanding threats to validity of the study.
Tian and Cooper [19] argue that an established agile
method is not a suitable choice in a financial product line
application due to the security critical nature of this application. ASD methods do not promote formal documentation
that may be required within the financial services community
[37,38]. These reflect the results of this study that the direct
use of the basic and well-known practices of agile methods
is unfeasible in the context of the case organisation. Cao and
Ramesh [36] argue that formal requirement specifications
can benefit from frequent reprioritisation of requirements.
This is in line with the results of this study.
The results of this study also show that the transition
towards agility in the case organisation is not a single step, but
a series of smaller ones. This reflects the findings of Lycett
et al. [33] that management of large and mature organisations sees big risks in the big-bang adoption of agility. Several industrial experiences (e.g., [2,24,63,64]) indicate that
a small group of experts in a research project or an exploration phase before agile production is often needed to prepare key requirement and architecture issues to ensure that
a project is in a situation where agile methods are feasible.
This is in line with the results from early agile pilot projects
in the case organisation. Therefore, the results of this study
emphasise release concept planning before agile production.
Tyree and Akerman [34] believe that architecture decisions
are the missing link between traditional and agile architecture documentation in the context of large financial IT
systems. This is in line with the results of this study that
emphasise rationale for decisions on successful release development projects.
The proposed first steps of this study for moving towards
ASD include no concrete proposals for more agile system
testing, validation and releasing practices. This is in line
with several industrial companies that, after more than 5-year
experience in tailoring agile methods, still use and do not see
big problems in using company-specific less agile system
testing, validation and releasing practices (e.g., [24,50]).
Brown’s case study focused on a broad view of agility at a
large bank [10]. The focus of this research was on small
in-house software development projects (few agile teams
with fewer than ten members) for the company’s own use
thus excluding maintenance projects and the use of subcontractors. This study focused on improving the product
development activity [15] of the case organisation’s SPL.
From these viewpoints, this study is similar to the case of Ali
Babar et al. [24]. The key findings of the two studies have
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many similarities such as the exploration phase before agile
production although their case organisations and domains
were very different.
Augustine et al. [36] have developed practices for managing large and mission-critical agile (XP practices) projects.
Their financial service case project included more than 120
members. The article includes only one remark about architecture: “developers struggled with simple design in light
of the large legacy code base.” In contrast to the article, the
results of this study emphasise acknowledging limitations set
by the case organisation’s complex dated technical infrastructure and multi-channel architecture. The case organisation’s
IT system has similar shortcomings and agility challenges as
many other large financial IT systems: business functionality
across multiple sub-systems and tightly coupled parts of the
infrastructure [34].
Despite the above and potentially other limitations, the
findings from this study are expected to increase the understanding of combining complex product line architectures
and ASD within the context of large financial IT systems.

7 Conclusions
ASD is an important development method for improving
software development. However, experiences from ASD
especially in large organisations highlight the need of extending and tailoring ASD to organisational requirements. This
study concentrated on studying the adoption and architectural
extensions of the Scum method in developing new service
applications of large financial IT systems. The study was conducted by interviewing a wide representation from the personnel and stakeholders of software projects and analysing
the potential of using agile methods for improving software
development.
The interviewees highlighted the old serial development
model, without iterative feedback, allowing results of development projects to become obsolete and products failing to
meet expectations. Inefficiency caused by planning overly
secure schedules is seen to increase expenses. In addition,
the old ways of working are seen not to support co-learning
and distributing best practices. Communication is strongly
documentation based, with weak interaction, making it very
difficult to confirm correct realisation, should the written
requirements be ambiguous.
Scrum does not require release planning. In the solution
of this study, the business team should coordinate and synchronise multiple projects and their releases via a prioritised
long-term roadmap and short-term release plans. In Scrum,
the product owner develops a plan and backlog for a project.
In the studied case, the result of each project is a part of
a large distribution release. Each project should acknowl-
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edge the constraints set by other projects and the complex infrastructure, multi-channel architecture, data security
issues and system portfolio in the organisation’s SPL platform. In the case of this very complex system portfolio, it
is virtually impossible for an individual to perceive large
enough entities. Therefore, lead designers are needed to collect the constraints from the release backlog, existing system
structure descriptions and person-to-person discussions with
numerous architectural experts and other specialists responsible for sub-systems and other projects. In order to minimise
risks and promote reuse, system, software architecture and
reuse guidelines documents are still seen of vital importance
for specifying the constraints. In addition, research work will
be done in separate agile research projects.
Scrum offers guidelines for coordinating and synchronising multiple and distributes teams. Project teams in the
case company work in the same city block. In the solution of this study, team architects collaborate in coordinating
and controlling the direction of the project architecture. The
system inspection and architecture support groups coordinate the project’s compatibility with and effects on the SPL
platform’s technical system infrastructure, common reusable
assets, information architecture and other related projects.
Projects’ business functionality typically penetrates across
multiple systems in the case company’s system portfolio
including banking, investment, loan and insurance services.
Project team members are experts from all needed service
sectors. This often results in a high turnover of project team
members. There is no sufficient work for a dedicated longlived team after a completed application due to the project
diversity. Therefore, it seems to be difficult to achieve all
Scrum’s aims for a continuous development model and dedicated long-lived teams in the context of large financial IT
systems.
Using agile methods in the case company would enable
better match between developed products and business
requirements. The results of this study propose steps for a
large IT systems company for moving towards ASD starting by developing new service applications using Scrum.
The results of this study have implications on business,
architecture and project team level management. Many implications relate to the visibility and transparency of requirements, design constraints and the rationale behind design
decisions.
In addition to the addressed limitations of this study, recommended future research could include more testing the
proposed actions towards agility. Also, a follow-up study
after an adequate period, would be interesting to check how
the transition towards agility has progressed.
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